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SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT ?

Why do we want



Clean transport is not a “CO2-only” issue anymore!
An integrated approach is needed, certainly after “Dieselgate”

June 2015, G7: objective is to get out of fossil fuels!



All 4 EU “problems to fix” are tackled through a transition to
renewable energy & electric drive

and there is no alternative

1. Renewable energy is local and eliminates fossil fuel imports, oil, gas, coal

2. Renewable energy reduces CO2 emissions by (virtually) 100%

3. Electric drive:
 Has 0% tailpipe emission (GHG + air quality !) Has 0% tailpipe emission (GHG + air quality !)

 Very suitable for clean public transport and light vehicles (congestion!)

4. Switch to renewables + electric drive : stimulates economy & creates jobs 
 It will happen anyway, better be leader than laggard

 Fast transition to electric drive (in China) threatens European car exports and profits

 Renewables create employment directly (more labour intensive!)

 Elimination of fossil fuels creates jobs indirectly because capital remains in Europe



Coal: 1.0
Oil: 0.75
Gas: 0.5

Large scale EV - smart charging using low / zero CO2 power will improve
power asset utilisation, benefit consumers and society!

European electricty gets cleaner very quickly
2030: CO2/kWh = 10% of coal, 20% of gas

Source: Eurelectric



EV DEPLOYMENT 2010 - 2015

Good news or bad?



Electric vehicles: where we stand in 2015
The outlook has never been so positive

 > 1 million plug-in EV’s (passenger cars!) on the road in September 2015, growth +/- 50%/year

 Several 250+ km e-range mid sized models announced for 2016-2017

 Several luxury 400-600 km e-range vehicles announced for 2016-2019

 In Norway EV’s have become mass market in 2015

 Battery prices falling more rapidly than predicted and will continu to do so

 Electric buses, small delivery vans, Light Electric Vehicles are entering the market Electric buses, small delivery vans, Light Electric Vehicles are entering the market
 Model offering expanding very rapidly, almost all major OEM having 1 or more EV’s (BEV, PHEV, REEV, FCEV) in 

portfolio, outsiders are entering market (BEV!)

 Synergy between renewable energy – energy storage – electric vehicles becomes more evident

BUT:
 Maximum range of full electric vehicles is still too limited for all uses

 Charging infrastructure still needs to be further develop

 Electric vehicles are rapidly decreasing in price but still more expensive than ICE alternatives
 Deployment of EV’s remains limited to a few countries and limited vehicle types

 Electric vehicle awareness at consumer level is still very limited and mostly based on old data



EV’s on the road in Europe (M1 cars, models > 2007)
Norway and Netherlands above 50,000 EV’s

2010 – 2014:

In 5 years: 200 x  more
EV’s on the road !

2014: 92,500
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2014: 92,500

2015: Jan-August: 98,000

2015 FCST: 147,000 

(+ 60% versus 2014)



EV’s 2010-2014: market of few models & segments
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>90% of all EV’s sold in Europe  2010-2015:

10 BEV models and 7 PHEV/REEV models

In Europe there are a few hundred car models on sale



EV passenger cars 2015: Norway = mass market & share in Europe > 1%
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How Norway has reached EV mass market:
widely supported EV policies & clear vision for the future



In 2025 all cars sold in Europe are EV’s?

Total European car sales
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New Electric Vehicles being announced (or rumoured)
300, 400, 500+ km e-range! & PHEV becoming basic offering

• 300+ km range (EPA): 2016 – 2018,
$ 30 – 40k

– Tesla Model III, 2017
– GM Chevrolet Bolt. 2016
– Ford
– Audi
– Nissan (Leaf) upgrade
– BMW (i3) upgrade
– VW e-Golf upgrade– VW e-Golf upgrade
– …..

• FEV luxury cars (“Tesla fighters”)
– Audi R8 e-tron, 2016, 450 km, 92 kWh; 
– Audi Q6 e-SUV 
– BMW i5, 2019
– Jaguar (SUV)
– Landrover
– Porsche 717
– Volkswagen (500 km range by 2020)
– Toyota Mira FCHEV
– Tesla Model X, 2015
– ……….
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The drivers for transition: where do we stand?

 Full transition to renewable energy will happen

 Electric drive is the most energy efficient and silent form of 
transport

 Electric drive is 0 tailpipe emission and lowest overall (LCA)  Electric drive is 0 tailpipe emission and lowest overall (LCA) 
impact

 People like electric drive and do not go back (to ICE)

 Models with ranges from 200-600 km: 2016 - 2019



EV’S BECOMING ECONOMICALLY ?

But when and how are



Battery cost decreases faster than predicted

Ref: Bjorn Nykvist and Mans Nilsson, 2

+ EV’s will
need less
kWh/km!
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POWER OF CITIES



On the péripherique, the annual average NO2
has reached 150 µg/m3 .
Well above the EU limit of 40µg/m3 .Well above the EU limit of 40µg/m3 .



ULTRA LOW EMISISON ZONES

VISION FOR THE WORLD’S FIRST BIG CITY 
ULEZ BY 2020

LIKELY TO BE LINKED TO NEW EURO 6 

CHANGING THE NARRATIVE ON ‘RANGE’ FROM ‘HOW FAR…’
TO ‘WHERE CAN YOU GO?’

Image Source: TfL

LIKELY TO BE LINKED TO NEW EURO 6 
EMISSIONS STANDARDS

PUBLIC CONSULTATION TO DEFINE 
DETAILLED PLANS

London, United Kingdom

MORE CITIES IMPLEMENT LEZs AND 
STRICTER EMISSIONS CONTROLS ARE ADOPTED IN EXISTING ZONES



Mayor Garcetti (Los Angeles)
• “While some may be daunted by the scale of 

these challenges, I think they actually furnish a 
unique opportunity to effect meaningful change.”

• “As mayors, it is our mandate to create more 
livable cities, but it is our calling to build a more 
livable world.”

• “municipalities and localities pull the levers of 
transportation, energy, land use and transportation, energy, land use and 
development — all of which can be used as tools 
to promote sustainability”

• “we can chart a clear course toward greener 
public transit, less reliance on coal and greater 
energy conservation. Then, we can actually 
deliver on it.”

• “the cities in our two countries are ground zero in 
the fight against climate change”
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Electric vehicles are already today at many places cost effectiveElectric vehicles are already today at many places cost effective



Air pollution debate in UK

“Just because air pollution is invisible, it’s 
almost as if successive governments have 
felt they can just afford to ignore it. They 
haven’t taken it seriously enough, but this is 
an absolute public health crisis. It’s nothing 
less than that. We need this government 
now to treat it as such.”now to treat it as such.”

About 29,000 deaths in the UK are hastened by 
inhalation of minute particles of oily, unburnt
soot emitted by all petrol engines and an 
estimated 23,500 by the invisible but toxic gas 
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) discharged by diesel 
engines.



The power of cities !

• Clean air and noise = REAL problem, not a luxury!

• Need (more) public transport , less pollution & less noise:
– Electric buses + charging infrastructure

• Total cost of ownership ?! (but finance needed)
• Link to renewal of contracts

– Electric small delivery trucks & vans
• Night deliveries?• Night deliveries?

– Electric taxis + charging infrastructure
• Link to licenses ?!

– Zero / low emission zones
• Electric vehicles = 100% lower emission + low noise

• Less congestion:
– Light Electric Vehicles: scooters, motors, quadricycles,…
– Night deliveries
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Where are the electric vehicles for cities??

• Passenger cars: limited models

• Buses: all alternative fuels, electric/hydrogen 1st 
or 2nd generation only, very small numbers

• Utility vehicles: very limited # models, small

• Light, heavy trucks: made to order, converted• Light, heavy trucks: made to order, converted

• Other specialised vehicles: made to order, 
converted

Virtually no vehicles available:
– No interest from OEM’s

– Market demand small, not transparent

– Coordinated approach, purchasing??



+ EV BEST PRACTICES FROM STAKEHOLDERS

Infrastructure Alternative Fuels



Natural Gas Infrastructure: filling stations

Total Public Private Planned

% of total 

CNG 

stations in 

the area

EU 3280 2619 661 210

CNG stations

EU 3280 2619 661 210

EFTA 165 156 9 5

Also: 42 L-CNG stations + 36 LNG 
stations in EU + EFTA 



Hydrogen filling
stations (Tüv Süd)



EV charging is uncomparable with gas/liquid “filling up”
imagine full gas tank every morning ….

Home charging

EV charging takes place primarily at home: 
the comfort of leaving every morning with 
a full “tank” (3 - 7 kW).

Home: at home or regular parking place
at night, 70-80% of charging.

Fast charging: >22, 50, 
100 kW, +/- 5%

Opportunity charging,
+/- 5% 
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HOME + WORK/DESTINATION > 90% Work / destination
charging (3 – 22 kW).

Potential to become more 
important?! 

Only 10% of charging is “comparable” to tanking liquid / gas fuels:

Battery Electric Vehicles can provide unmatched convenience!  



Charging points (outlets): Evolution Last 5 Years in UK, NL, FR, DE, BE, NO
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?



Norway: semi and fast charging: 275 stations with 550 fast chargers > 43 kW

 Key issue for Norway: 

 More chargers, around the country – both fast, semi and normal + all standards.

 Support charging in apartment buildings.

 Must be easy to understand and to use.

 Robustness – several fast chargers at the same place (so that they can be trusted).

 Consumer friendly payment solutions (common system) + international access.

 Competition – monopoly is no good
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Chargers>43kW

EV owners perceive
range and charging
issues as less important 
than ICE owners



France: from 10,000                           to 100,000 charge points
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Operators that have a national dimension and guaranteed balance on the 
territories and interoperability to be labeled as "national operators" 
(no rent to pay for occupying the public territory). 



Best Practice TEN-T Fast Charging stations/posts
50% EU – 50% Industry (OEM’s, Utilities, other)

Corridor: 50 k€/station
200 stations, 9.7 mio €

Electric: 54 k€/ charger
155 chargers, 8.4 mio €

Central Eur.: 62 k€/charger
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Central Eur.: 62 k€/charger
115 posts, 7.0 mio €

RCN: 100 k€/stations
74 stations, 7.3 mio €

+ 554
Chargers, stations, posts,..?
Fast, Rapid, …?
Cost learning curve?



Electricity: Göteborg
3 full electric buses
Several hybrid
Regular line
1 indoor station!

Charging is not only about cars !
best practice buses ?
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Future Fast Charging (networks)
but the future is already almost here…..

• Expanding the capacity of the network : increase locations + scale stations to
capacity

• Fast charging locations also near cities for “appartment” charging?

• Power increase?!:  longer EV range = higher charging power for “fast charging”:         
2 hours drive = 240 km = 40-70 kWh , charge in 20 minutes > 100 kW

• Charging for buses and trucks: > 200, 400,..kW needed?

• Sustainable business models possible?



EAFO
EUROPEAN ALTERNATIVE FUEL OBSERVATORY

An EU Commission project 
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Vision and objectives
www.eafo.eu (register per October 15th, 2015 !)

• The vision for the European Alternative Fuels Observatory is that it is 'the' reference 
point for information about alternative fuels in Europe, where all interested parties go 
to find data, information and best practice. The primary short-term focus is on battery 
electric, hybrid and fuel cells. The secondary longer-term focus is on natural gas and 
other alternative fuels. 

• Geographically speaking the Observatory should cover the EU Member States, the EEA • Geographically speaking the Observatory should cover the EU Member States, the EEA 
Member States (Norway, Iceland, Switzerland, Lichtenstein) and Turkey.

• The Observatory should integrate all relevant data, information, publications and tools.
• National level data:

– Passenger cars: update monthly
– Buses, trucks, light electric vehicles: every 3 months (if data available)
– Infrastructure: every 3 months
– Legislation, incentives: updated when it changes

http://www.eafo.eu/


EAFO City AF factsheets

• Purpose of city factsheet is to inform other cities on alterniative
fuel developments

• To learn from each other

• To provide best practices & contacts• To provide best practices & contacts

• To provide data at Country and European for dissemination and
analyses

• And of course to make some publicity as well

Develop together with cities !!



Cities: Alternative Fuel Vehicles

• AFV’s used in car sharing or similar programmes
• AFV’s used for communal activities (city captive fleet)
• Taxis
• Buses• Buses
• Scooters (?) + other 2/3 wheeler categories
• City delivery vehicles
• Lease vehicles (e.g. including 6 / 7 wheel contracts)
• Vehicles in off road applications (e.g. airports, harbours) 

within (Metropolitan) areas



Cities: Infrastructure

• Chargers: type of chargers & quantity (stations, 
positions)
– Public charging infrastructure
– Semi public charging infrastructure– Semi public charging infrastructure
– Home & apartment charging infrastructure
– Charging facilities for buses, taxis, other vehicles

• NG/Hydrogen filling stations
• Projections 2016 - 2020



Cities: Policies & Incentives

• Incentives and for people having no access to home chargers
• Incentives for companies to use electric vehicles / build charging

infrastructure
• Parking fees for EV’s
• Special lane access• Special lane access
• Zero emission zone
• Zero emission taxi schemes
• Light electric vehicles schemes or incentives
• Initiatives together with business community
• Special regional or city level incentives etc. 
• Vision statement on sustainable transport Mayor



SCENARIO > 2020 & VALLEY OF DEATH

Are we driving the future?



A scenario starting after 2020
Technology transitions are rarely foreseen by industry insiders and (so-called) experts

• Around 2025: EV’s likely to be the lowest cost vehicles

• The mass scale transition to electric drive may start within a decade
– All passenger vehicles: light, EV’s fit for use:  100 – 500+ km range

– Ultra fast charging if needed at similar speed as filling up tank!– Ultra fast charging if needed at similar speed as filling up tank!

– Buses, vans & light trucks, special vehicles for cities, off-road etc.

– Later, heavy duty long range trucks will be electric drive as well (autonomous!)

– In transition phase hybrid versions and NG vehicles as well ?!

• In 2030 all cars sold are electric?
– At a certain moment, people will not buy old technology anymore
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Crossing the EV Valley of Death
will require political leadership

We can and need to provide credible and clear information on 
the EV use and cost potential to our politians, policymakers, 
industries and citizens!

The next 5 years will be determining in whether the still fragile 
and vulnerable EV can reach its full potential quickly!
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Chancellor Angela Merkel, Berlin June 15th 2015: “we realise
that the deployment of EV’s will not happen without support”
AND “it can not be that Germany builds & exports EV’s and does 
not sell them at home”



Policymakers and politicians: 

Will act and champion EV development and deployment :

1) If and when they are convinced of the value of doing so

ANDAND

2) They believe it is a realistic option with a good chance of success!

AND

3) They can take distance from the short term interest of industry
and are willing to focus on the long term economic interests and
development of the technologies of the future
47



“We should stop thinking about this (decarbornisation) as a 
cost but as an investment moving together to a much better
future”future”

Commissioner Violeta Bulc
Brussels, June 18th, 2015 @

Conference “Driving Road Decarbonisation Forwards”
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